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The big picture

• Good evidence exists for physics beyond the Standard Model. We can and should 
build dedicated experiments to search for it 

• However, if we are smart we can also search ‘for free’ by repurposing existing 
facilities and results 

• This talk is about the similarities between neutrinos and axions, and their 
corresponding detection possibilities 

• In particular we will show how data from the SNO neutrino experiment can be 
used search for axions coming from the sun



Strong CP problem Compactifications

(Planck 2015)

(2df redshift survey)

In turn they can affect: 
early Universe cosmology, inflation, 
big bang nucleosynthesis, CMB formation,  
dark matter, dark energy, stellar evolution,  
galaxy formation, large scale structure… 

Summary:

Axions are light (presumed sub-eV) pseudo-Goldstone 
bosons, characterised broadly by their mass and an 
overall scale �

They arise both as a minimal extension of the Standard 
Model, to solve the Strong CP problem, whilst also 
being a generic prediction of the exotic physics of 
string and M theory

f



Axions vs neutrinos

   experiments with (some combination of) large exposure, low 
background, low energy threshold can be well suited to axion discovery

ν

light 
long-lived

coupled to SM
weakly interacting

axion �ν

pseudo 
scalar 
boson 

fermion 

produced cosmologically,  
in stellar interiors etc



Notable mentions: Texono, Borexino, ArgoNeuT  

• There has already been some progress in this direction using data from: 
Texono (hep-ex/0609001), Borexino (1203.6258),  ArgoNeuT (2207.08448) 

• The overview paper “Axionlike particles searches in reactor experiments” by 
Sierra et al (2010.15712) also merits attention

(Apologies to anyone I have missed here!)
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FIG. 6: Exclusion plots of gaγγ versus ma for gaee=0. The
limits from the KS experiment at 90% CL are denoted by
“KS”. They are derived by fixing (Γa/Γγ)pn with the KSVZ
and DFSZ invisible axion models. Predicted regions of the
PQWW, KSVZ, DFSZ and HW models on the (ma, gaγγ)
plane are overlaid. The boundaries defined by “Int”, “De-
cay” and “Kine” are constraints due to axions interactions
with matter, decays in flights and kinematics, respectively.
The bounds marked “Zn” are results from Ref. [2], while re-
gion labeled “R” are from previous reactor axion experiments
studying Γγγ [10]. Results from the other axion experiments
using different techniques [23, 24, 25, 26, 29] are displayed as
colored blocks. The astrophysical bounds [9] are denoted by
the striped region.

due to Γγγ and Γee decays in flight. The lack of sensitiv-
ities at “Int” for large gaγγ ! 20 GeV−1 and gaee ! 0.2
are due to axion interactions in the matter between reac-
tor core and detector. Limits marked “R” and “Zn” are
respectively from previous reactor experiments studying
Γγγ [10] or Γee [11] and the radioactive source experi-
ment [2]. They were derived using the same modeling
schemes on (Γa/Γγ) as “KS”. The bounds from the KS
reactor axion searches improve on those of Ref. [2] by two
orders of magnitude, owing to enhanced axion flux, lower
background and larger data sample.

The KS results define the global exclusion boundaries
in gaγγ for 103 eV " ma " 106 eV and in gaee for
102 eV " ma " 106 eV. Astrophysics arguments on
stellar cooling and red giant yields [1, 9] provide more
stringent bounds for ma " 104 eV but these are model-
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FIG. 7: Exclusion plots of gaee versus ma for gaγγ=0. Sim-
ilar conventions as Figure 6 are adopted. The “KS” bounds
are derived by fixing (Γa/Γγ)pn with the DFSZ model. Re-
gions marked “R” was excluded by experiment studying Γee

at reactors [11]. Bounds from othe experiments [23, 27, 28]
are shown as colored blocks.

dependent. They are represented by the striped regions
in Figures 6&7, respectively. Comparisons of the KS ex-
cluded regions with the KSVZ/DFSZ predictions on the
(ma, gaγγ/gaee) planes would rule out these models at
104 eV " ma " 106 eV. An example of other existing
model predicting axion mass at the MeV range is the HW
model [22], also depicted in the figures.

The experimental approach presented in this article
can probe the keV−MeV axion mass range which is not
accessible to the other techniques. At largema ! 106 eV,
the sensitivities in both gaγγ and gaee are dominated
by the accelerator-based “beam dump” experiments [23].
Exclusion boundaries at small ma are defined by: (a)
for gaγγ − the germanium [24] and CAST [25] experi-
ments studying solar axions, and the axion dark matter
searches with microwave cavity [26]; and (b) for gaee −
the positronium decay [27] and macroscopic force [28]
experiments. At gaγγ > 10−2 GeV−1, the solar axion
experiments are limited by axion interactions inside the
Sun [9]. Part of this large-gaγγ region has been rejected
by the optical laser experiments [29], while the KS re-
sults contribute to probe and exclude a remaining hole
at ma ∼ 101 eV. For completeness, we mention also the
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FIG. 4. Constraints on the axion model parameter space at
95% CL from the exposure of 1.25⇥ 1020 POT at ArgoNeuT
(blue shaded region and black contours). The derived lim-
its for c` = 1/36 and c` = 1/100 are shown by the solid and
dashed contours. The uncertainty on the expected constraint,
predominantly arising from the theoretical uncertainties, is
shown by the dark blue band. The red and orange contours
show the strongest existing constraints evaluated for the two
benchmark scenarios. The gray-shaded band indicates a re-
gion with increased theoretical uncertainty around the ⌘ mass.

bounds as appropriate for the axion lifetime in our sce-
nario. The strongest resulting constraints are shown in
Fig. 4 for each benchmark model.

This measurement leads to new constraints on previ-
ously unexplored parameter space for heavy QCD ax-
ions with masses above the dimuon threshold and below
1 GeV (where hadronic decays would dominate). For
the benchmark model with c` = 1/36 the coverage of
the axion decay constant is around fa ⇠ 50 TeV for
masses up to 0.65 GeV. For the benchmark model with
c` = 1/100 the coverage of the axion decay constant is
around fa ⇠ 20 TeV for masses up to 0.84 GeV. In both
cases, ArgoNeuT provides significant improvement on ex-
isting constraints.

Conclusions.—We have presented the first search for
heavy QCD axions in a LArTPC using the ArgoNeuT ex-
periment. This type of axion is particularly motivated
by the strong CP puzzle and the axion quality prob-
lem. We search for such axions produced in the NuMI
neutrino beam and then decaying with a dimuon signa-
ture within, or close to, the ArgoNeuT detector. In Ar-
goNeuT’s 1.25⇥ 1020 POT anti-neutrino mode data-set
zero events pass the selection, consistent with the back-
ground prediction. This measurement leads to a signif-

icant new exclusion region for heavy axions in the mass
range between 0.2-0.9 GeV for an axion decay constant
around tens of TeV. The search can be extended to vari-
ous new heavy QCD axion models and paves the way for
heavy QCD axion searches at future neutrino facilities.
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• Generally, these searches rely on some of the ‘classic’ axion detection channels
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Figure 3: Feynman diagrams of some of the processes producing axions in the stellar
interiors. The Primakoff conversion of photons in the electromagnetic fields of the
stellar plasma depends on the axion-photon coupling ga�, and is present is practically
every axion model. In non-hadronic models, in which axions couple with electrons
at tree level, additional mechanisms are possible, like: atomic axio-recombination
and axion-deexcitation, axio-Bremsstrahlung in electron-ion or electron-electron col-
lisions and Compton scattering with emission of an axion. Collectively, the flux of
solar axions from all these latter gae-mediated channels is sometimes called ABC ax-
ions, from the initials of the mentioned processes. In the diagrams, the letters �, a,
e and I represent a photon, axion, electron and ion respectively. Figure from [82].

burning stars in the “horizontal branch”,...). Throughout its life, each star evolves in the HR577

diagram in a way that depends on its initial mass, but is otherwise dictated by the nuclear578

physics involved. The measurement of the distribution of stars in the HR diagram allows for the579

reconstruction of the evolutionary time of each of the stages. Numerical simulations reproduce580

the HR distribution of stellar populations remarkably well and can be used to constrain the581

presence of new physics. For example if a new mechanism of energy drain is present due,582

e.g., to the production of axions at a particular stage of the star’s lifetime, it will lead to a583

shortening of the time of this particular stage. This will show as a reduction in the amount of584

stars observed in the corresponding region of the HR diagram, with respect to the predictions585

of the standard stellar models. Depending on the ALP production mechanism that is relevant586

in the particular nuclear environment of the star, a different ALP coupling may be probed by587

different stars at different evolutionary stages.588

4.1.1 ALP-photon coupling589

Axions can be produced in the stellar interiors by the Primakoff conversion of thermal photons590

in the electrostatic field of electrons and nuclei (see top-left diagram in Figure 3). This process591

is more important in hot (as the number of thermal photons increases), but not very dense (to592

avoid high plasma frequency), stellar interiors. This is the case of the Sun, for which the Pri-593

makoff axions are a prime target for direct detection, as will be seen in section 8. The presence594

of such an exotic cooling process in the Sun would have an impact in its lifetime, but most sen-595

sitively in helioseismological observations and in the measured solar neutrino flux. These two596

observations have been used to constrain the ALP-photon coupling as ga�  4.1⇥10�10 GeV�1
597

(at 3�) [80] and ga�  7⇥ 10�10 GeV�1 [81], respectively.598

But the strongest bound on ga� is achieved using horizontal-branch (HB) stars. These599
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Figure 3: Feynman diagrams of some of the processes producing axions in the stellar
interiors. The Primakoff conversion of photons in the electromagnetic fields of the
stellar plasma depends on the axion-photon coupling ga�, and is present is practically
every axion model. In non-hadronic models, in which axions couple with electrons
at tree level, additional mechanisms are possible, like: atomic axio-recombination
and axion-deexcitation, axio-Bremsstrahlung in electron-ion or electron-electron col-
lisions and Compton scattering with emission of an axion. Collectively, the flux of
solar axions from all these latter gae-mediated channels is sometimes called ABC ax-
ions, from the initials of the mentioned processes. In the diagrams, the letters �, a,
e and I represent a photon, axion, electron and ion respectively. Figure from [82].
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Figure 3: Feynman diagrams of some of the processes producing axions in the stellar
interiors. The Primakoff conversion of photons in the electromagnetic fields of the
stellar plasma depends on the axion-photon coupling ga�, and is present is practically
every axion model. In non-hadronic models, in which axions couple with electrons
at tree level, additional mechanisms are possible, like: atomic axio-recombination
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solar axions from all these latter gae-mediated channels is sometimes called ABC ax-
ions, from the initials of the mentioned processes. In the diagrams, the letters �, a,
e and I represent a photon, axion, electron and ion respectively. Figure from [82].
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Figure 3: Feynman diagrams of some of the processes producing axions in the stellar
interiors. The Primakoff conversion of photons in the electromagnetic fields of the
stellar plasma depends on the axion-photon coupling ga�, and is present is practically
every axion model. In non-hadronic models, in which axions couple with electrons
at tree level, additional mechanisms are possible, like: atomic axio-recombination
and axion-deexcitation, axio-Bremsstrahlung in electron-ion or electron-electron col-
lisions and Compton scattering with emission of an axion. Collectively, the flux of
solar axions from all these latter gae-mediated channels is sometimes called ABC ax-
ions, from the initials of the mentioned processes. In the diagrams, the letters �, a,
e and I represent a photon, axion, electron and ion respectively. Figure from [82].
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• Other notable channels include the analogue of the photo-electric effect 
 , and nuclear excitation via  a + e− + Z → e− + Z a + N → N* → N + γ



• Let’s look at processes which directly mimic   interactions, such as: 

  

  

• In this way, the sensitivity of certain neutrino experiments is guaranteed 

• In Phys.Rev.Lett. 126 (2021) 9, 091601, 2004.02733, Aagaman Bhusal, 
Tianjun Li and I explored how data from the Sudbury Neutrino 
Observatory can then be used to perform a novel axion search 

• Let’s take a closer look at this

ν

a+ d ! n+ p
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Can we do better?



‘Axiodissociation’
• Axions can drive the isovector M1 (magnetic dipole) process 

  

• We calculated the interaction cross section:     
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-23.7 fm singlet scattering length2.2 MeV deuterium binding energy
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well below current theoretical or experimental
uncertainties. '4

(3) The absence of a spike at the upper end of
the pion spectrum in searches for E -&'vv gives
an upper limit" of 1.2 X 10 ' on the ratio (K'- m+a')/
(K' -~+~'). This is safely larger than the ratio
$'-4&&10 ' expected if K -7t a' proceeds through
&'-a' mixing. However, the axion can also be
emitted through q -a' mixing, and E -r g is not
like K'-&'v', suppressed by the hI= —,

' rule, so that
the ratio (K+ - a+a')/(K'- v'mo) might be expect-
ed to be 2-3 orders of magnitude larger than g'.
On the other hand, E -&'g cannot occur through
octet terms in the effective weak Hamiltonian,
and so axion emission by a'-g' mixing may also
be somewhat suppressed.
(4) In accelerator neutrino experiments there

is generally about one &' produced for each v&
from &+ decay, and so the a'/v „ratio should be
of order a'/so= $'. The cross section of high-
energy azions on nucleons is expected to be of
order $ o,„, so that the ratio of a' to v„events
should be of order $'o, „/o„z= {3&&10 ' GeV)/E, .
In several beam dump" experiments" the num-
ber of neutrinos (with E, =1 GeV) was reduced
by 2-3 orders of magnitude, and so the number
of axion events should have been comparable to
the number of neutrino events. It is not clea, r
to me whether the extra events would have been
noticed.
(5) Nuclear reactors are expected to emit axi-

ons at a rate of order (v»Je)'g'G„„'/4m+ = 10 '
axion per prompt y. There is also about one v,
per prompt y, so that the axion flux in reactor
neutrino experiments" should be about 10 ' the
p, flux, or 2x10'a/cm' ~ sec. These axions can
produce electron recoils by the reaction a'e
-ye or ao-2y followed by Compton scattering
but very few of these events would be mistaken
for elastic v, e scattering, because the extra
photons would produce veto pulses in the scintil-
lator of NaI annulus. However, about one-fifth
of the axions would have energies above 1.5 MeV,
and thus would contribute to the measured back-
ground of NaI pulses if-they decayed anywhere
within the 10'-cm' shielded volume, or if they
were absorbed in the 300 kg of NaI. The axion
absorption coefficient in NaI is of the order of
2' 2GFm, /4~a. times the photon absorption coef-
ficient, or about 10 "cm'/g, so that the axion
absorption rate should be of order 10'/day. For
m & 100 keV, azion deca, y also produces over 10'
pulses/day. Both rates are much fa.ster than the
measured background" of —160+ 260 pulse s/day.

Further, about one-tenth of the axions would be
above threshold for the reaction a'+d-P+n, with
cross section of order [4$'G, „'/4mo, '(2.79+1.91)']
xo'»(y+d- p+n), or 5&&10 "cm'. Thus with 178
kg of D,O and an efficiency of 0.043, there should
have been about 4&& 10' neutron counts/day, as
compared with a measured reactor-associated
rate" of (-2.9+ 7.2)/day.
We see that there are already several experi-

ments which provide evidence against the exis-
tence of axions. However, our estimates of
axion production and detection rates are highly
uncertain, and in particular refer to a specific
model with just two scalar doublets, involving
the unknown angle e. Perhaps judgment should
be reserved.
The reactor evidence against axions would dis-

appear if n took a value for which
~ $ ~ «$, or if

axions decayed or were absorbed so rapidly that
very few reached the detector. A search for
monochromatic photons from the decay J/g -a'y
may provide a good way to look for axions, "
which does not depend on how they couple to light
quarks or leptons, or how they are absorbed or
decay. We expect F(J/p-aoy)/F(J/p -e+e ) to
be of order m„y&' $' F(&u'-roy)/m 'F(uP-e+e )
~6X$0-4,
If axions are found not to exist, it will show

that there is no U(1}~ symmetry, and an alterna-
tive explanation for P and T invariance will have
to be found. One possibility is that one of the
quark masses may be zero, so that 0 can be taken
to have any value we like. However, the quark
masses produce a Eo ++ mass dlfferencezo
(m, 2/2m~)(m„—m„)/(m, +m„), which for m„=0
or m„=0 is +18 MeV. Electromagnetic effects
are expected" to produce an additional contribu-
tion of only about -1 MeV, and, although this
value is subject to large uncertainties, '0 it seems
highly unlikely that electroma, gnetism could shift
the K-mass difference to the observed value of
+4 MeV.
I have benefitted from conversations with a

great many colleagues, including C. Baltay,
J. Bjorken, S. Coleman, G. Feinberg, H. Georgi,
S. Glashow, M. Goldhaber, R. Hildebrand,
V. Hughes, J. D. Jackson, I,. I ederman, A. Mann,
D. V. Nanopoulos, H. Pagels, R. Peccei, M. Pes-
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I.. Sulak, S. Ting, F. Wilczek, and R. Wilson.
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A New Light Boson?

Steven
steinberg

Lyman Laboratory of Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 08288
(Received 6 December 1977)

It is pointed out that a global U(1) symmetry, that has been introduced in order to pre-
serve the parity and time-reversal invariance of strong interactions despite the effects
of instantons, would lead to a neutral pseudoscalar boson, the "axion, "with mass rough-
ly of order 100 keV to 1 MeV. Experimental implications are discussed.

One of the attractive features of quantum chro-
modynamics' (QCD) is that it offers an explana-
tion of why C, P, T, and all qua, rk flavors a,re
conserved by strong interactions, and by order-
& effects of weak interactions. ' However, the
discovery of quantum effects' associated with
the "instanton" solution of QCD has raised a puz-
zle with regard to P and T conservation. Be-
cause of Adler-Bell- Jackiw anomalies, the chiral
transformation which is needed in QCD to bring
the quark-mass matrix to a real, diagonal, y, —
free form will in general change the phase angle
8 associated' with instanton effects, leaving
8 = 8+argdetm invariant. [Here m is the coef-
ficient of 2(1+y,) in a decomposition of the quark-
mass matrix into 2(1+y,).] The condition for P
a,nd T conserva, tion is that 0 =0 when the quark
fields are defined so that m is real, or more
generally, that 8 =0. But 8 is a free parameter,
and in QCD there is no reason why it should take
the value —argdet~. Furthermore, even if we
simply demanded that the strong interactions in
isolation conserve P and T, so that 0 =0, there
would still be a danger that the weak interactions
would introduce P- and T -nonconserving pha. ses
of order 10 '0'. in m, leading to an unacceptable
neutron electric dipole moment, of order 10 "
e. cm.
An attractive resolution of this problem has

been proposed by Peccei and Quinn. ' They note
that the quark-. mass matrix is a function m(( y) }
of the vacuum expectation values of a set of weak-
ly coupled scalar fields p&. Although 8 is arbi-
trary, (cp) is not; it is determined by the minimi-
zation of a potential V(y) which depends on 8.
Peccei and Quinn assume that the Lagrangian has
a global U(1) chiral symmetry [which I will call

U(1)pg], under which detm (p) changes by a phase.
The phase of detm(y) at the minimum of V(y) is
then undetermined in any finite order of pertur-
bation theory, and is fixed only by instanton ef-
fects which break the U(1)pg symmetry. However,
the potential will then depend on 8, but not sep-
arately on 8 and argdetm, so tha, t it is not a, mir-
acle if the phase of detm(p) at the minimum of
V(p) happens to have the P- and T-conserving
value —8. Peccei and Quinn' show in a number
of examples that this is just what happens.
Now, the U(1)pg symmetry of the La,grangian
is intrinsically broken by instantons, and so at
first sight one might not expect that it would have
any further physical consequences. Certainly it
does not lead to the strongly interacting isoscalar
pseudoscalar meson below 4 Brn„,' that was the
bugbear of the old U(1) problem. However, the
scalar fields p do not know about instantons, ex-
cept through a semiweak (~ Gp' ') coupling to
qua, rks. Hence the spontaneous breakdown of the
chiral U(1)pg symmetry associated with the ap-
pearance of nonzero vacuum expectation values
(y) leads' to a very light pseudoscalar pseudo-
Goldstone boson, ' the "axion, "with m, ' propor-
tional to the Fermi coupling GF.
For insight in to the properties of the axion, it

is useful to examine how they appear in the sim-
plest realistic model that admits a U(1)pg sym-
metry. We assume an SU(2) U(1) gauge group,
with quarks in N/2 left-handed doublets and N
right-handed singlets, and just two scalar doub-
lets jy&', p&'j, carrying U(1)pg quantum numbers
such that p, (y,) couples right-banded quarks of
charge -r (+~) to left-handed quarks. By writing
the Yukawa interaction in terms of quark fields
of definite mass, we easily see that the interac-
tion of neutral scalar fields with quarks is'

2» = —[med RdL +mesRs1, +m, b Rb1, + ~ ~ ]p, '*(y, ) ' —[muu Rur, +m, cRc1, +m, tRtr. + ~ ~ ]%2 (y2 ) '

+H.c., (1)
where L and R indicate multiplication with 2(1+y,). The part of &» involving the light quarks u, d, and
s may be trea, ted as a perturbation „„„while terms in +~ involving c, t, b, ... must be included in the
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• SNO showed that only 1/3 of the solar 
neutrinos reaching earth are electron 
neutrinos, helping to resolve the solar 
neutrino problem

The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory

• A water Cherenkov neutrino telescope 
2.1 km underground in Ontario, Canada. 
In operation from 1999 - 2006 

• 1 kiloton of (borrowed) heavy water (D2O) 
gives sensitivity to the processes

(Pictures courtesy of the SNO collaboration)
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• What should our axion source be?



• Let’s consider the proton-proton solar fusion chain: 

  

• 2nd stage is the (predominantly) isovector   

• Normalising to the measured pp neutrino flux gives the axion flux at Earth: 

 �a ' 3⇥ 1010m2
n(g

3
aN )2 (pa/p�)

3 cm�2s�1
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p+ d ! 3
He + a/� (5.5MeV)

<latexit sha1_base64="99fI3YzJqOJBYTHiu9nBAiPbAwU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="99fI3YzJqOJBYTHiu9nBAiPbAwU=">AAACKHicbVDLahtBEJy145f8UpyjL0OEwcYg7/qBc4tILroYHIhkg1YWvaNeadDM7jLTGxDLfk4u+RVfjHEwvvpLPJIViB8FDUVVN91dUaakJd9/8ObmPywsLi2vVFbX1jc2qx+32jbNjcCWSFVqLiOwqGSCLZKk8DIzCDpSeBGNvk/8i19orEyTnzTOsKthkMhYCiAn9apfM77P+zyklBfl1REPNdDQ6KKJ5T4chAPQGkKFMe2e1E/+mWfYLkMjB0Pa61Vrft2fgr8lwYzU2Aznvept2E9FrjEhocDaTuBn1C3AkBQKy0qYW8xAjGCAHUcT0Gi7xfTRku84pc/j1LhKiE/V/ycK0NaOdeQ6J6fa195EfM/r5BR/6RYyyXLCRDwvinPFXSyT1HhfGhSkxo6AMNLdysUQDAhy2VZcCMHrl9+S9mE98OvBj+Na49ssjmW2zT6zXRawU9ZgTXbOWkyw3+ya3bG/3h/vxrv3Hp5b57zZzCf2At7jEyeSpXs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="99fI3YzJqOJBYTHiu9nBAiPbAwU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="99fI3YzJqOJBYTHiu9nBAiPbAwU=">AAACKHicbVDLahtBEJy145f8UpyjL0OEwcYg7/qBc4tILroYHIhkg1YWvaNeadDM7jLTGxDLfk4u+RVfjHEwvvpLPJIViB8FDUVVN91dUaakJd9/8ObmPywsLi2vVFbX1jc2qx+32jbNjcCWSFVqLiOwqGSCLZKk8DIzCDpSeBGNvk/8i19orEyTnzTOsKthkMhYCiAn9apfM77P+zyklBfl1REPNdDQ6KKJ5T4chAPQGkKFMe2e1E/+mWfYLkMjB0Pa61Vrft2fgr8lwYzU2Aznvept2E9FrjEhocDaTuBn1C3AkBQKy0qYW8xAjGCAHUcT0Gi7xfTRku84pc/j1LhKiE/V/ycK0NaOdeQ6J6fa195EfM/r5BR/6RYyyXLCRDwvinPFXSyT1HhfGhSkxo6AMNLdysUQDAhy2VZcCMHrl9+S9mE98OvBj+Na49ssjmW2zT6zXRawU9ZgTXbOWkyw3+ya3bG/3h/vxrv3Hp5b57zZzCf2At7jEyeSpXs=</latexit>

g3aN ⌘ 1
2 (gan � gap)

<latexit sha1_base64="xJNRLcz6bpYCuqxq4kreXBJ3SHU=">AAACE3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJElokUqSFRJGWCsYGFCRaIPqQmR4zqtVccJtlOpivIPLPwKCwMIsbKw8Tc4bQZoOdLVPTrnXtn3eBElQprmt1ZYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z39N29tghjjnALhTTkXQ8KTAnDLUkkxd2IYxh4FHe80VXmd8aYCxKyOzmJsBPAASM+QVAqydVPKoP7MzeBN6mNH2Iytn0OUWKlST2tDpTO0tOsRelxxdXLZs2cwlgkVk7KIEfT1b/sfojiADOJKBSiZ5mRdBLIJUEUpyU7FjiCaAQHuKcogwEWTjK9KTWOlNI3/JCrYtKYqr83EhgIMQk8NRlAORTzXib+5/Vi6V84CWFRLDFDs4f8mBoyNLKAjD7hGEk6UQQiTtRfDTSEKhWpYiypEKz5kxdJu16zzJp1Wy83LvM4iuAAHIIqsMA5aIBr0AQtgMAjeAav4E170l60d+1jNlrQ8p198Afa5w+mzp3+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xJNRLcz6bpYCuqxq4kreXBJ3SHU=">AAACE3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJElokUqSFRJGWCsYGFCRaIPqQmR4zqtVccJtlOpivIPLPwKCwMIsbKw8Tc4bQZoOdLVPTrnXtn3eBElQprmt1ZYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z39N29tghjjnALhTTkXQ8KTAnDLUkkxd2IYxh4FHe80VXmd8aYCxKyOzmJsBPAASM+QVAqydVPKoP7MzeBN6mNH2Iytn0OUWKlST2tDpTO0tOsRelxxdXLZs2cwlgkVk7KIEfT1b/sfojiADOJKBSiZ5mRdBLIJUEUpyU7FjiCaAQHuKcogwEWTjK9KTWOlNI3/JCrYtKYqr83EhgIMQk8NRlAORTzXib+5/Vi6V84CWFRLDFDs4f8mBoyNLKAjD7hGEk6UQQiTtRfDTSEKhWpYiypEKz5kxdJu16zzJp1Wy83LvM4iuAAHIIqsMA5aIBr0AQtgMAjeAav4E170l60d+1jNlrQ8p198Afa5w+mzp3+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xJNRLcz6bpYCuqxq4kreXBJ3SHU=">AAACE3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJElokUqSFRJGWCsYGFCRaIPqQmR4zqtVccJtlOpivIPLPwKCwMIsbKw8Tc4bQZoOdLVPTrnXtn3eBElQprmt1ZYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z39N29tghjjnALhTTkXQ8KTAnDLUkkxd2IYxh4FHe80VXmd8aYCxKyOzmJsBPAASM+QVAqydVPKoP7MzeBN6mNH2Iytn0OUWKlST2tDpTO0tOsRelxxdXLZs2cwlgkVk7KIEfT1b/sfojiADOJKBSiZ5mRdBLIJUEUpyU7FjiCaAQHuKcogwEWTjK9KTWOlNI3/JCrYtKYqr83EhgIMQk8NRlAORTzXib+5/Vi6V84CWFRLDFDs4f8mBoyNLKAjD7hGEk6UQQiTtRfDTSEKhWpYiypEKz5kxdJu16zzJp1Wy83LvM4iuAAHIIqsMA5aIBr0AQtgMAjeAav4E170l60d+1jNlrQ8p198Afa5w+mzp3+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xJNRLcz6bpYCuqxq4kreXBJ3SHU=">AAACE3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJElokUqSFRJGWCsYGFCRaIPqQmR4zqtVccJtlOpivIPLPwKCwMIsbKw8Tc4bQZoOdLVPTrnXtn3eBElQprmt1ZYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z39N29tghjjnALhTTkXQ8KTAnDLUkkxd2IYxh4FHe80VXmd8aYCxKyOzmJsBPAASM+QVAqydVPKoP7MzeBN6mNH2Iytn0OUWKlST2tDpTO0tOsRelxxdXLZs2cwlgkVk7KIEfT1b/sfojiADOJKBSiZ5mRdBLIJUEUpyU7FjiCaAQHuKcogwEWTjK9KTWOlNI3/JCrYtKYqr83EhgIMQk8NRlAORTzXib+5/Vi6V84CWFRLDFDs4f8mBoyNLKAjD7hGEk6UQQiTtRfDTSEKhWpYiypEKz5kxdJu16zzJp1Wy83LvM4iuAAHIIqsMA5aIBr0AQtgMAjeAav4E170l60d+1jNlrQ8p198Afa5w+mzp3+</latexit>







12 m diameter acrylic inner sphere, 
containing heavy water (D2O)

17 m diameter outer sphere, 
containing ordinary water

~ 9600 photomultiplier tubes
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SNO data
• From the total SNO dataset the   solar neutrino flux is estimated to be         8B

the immediate involvement of George Ewan, who had been exploring underground sites for
future experiments, a collaboration of 16 Canadian and US scientists was formed in 1984,
led by Chen and Ewan as Co-Spokesmen [3]. UK scientists joined in 1985, led by David
Sinclair as UK Spokesman.

An initial design was developed, to be sited 2 km underground in Inco’s Creighton mine
near Sudbury, Ontario, Canada and preliminary approval was obtained from Atomic Energy
of Canada Limited (AECL) for the loan of 1000 tonnes of heavy water. Unfortunately Herb
Chen passed away tragically from leukemia in 1987. The collaboration continued with Art
McDonald and Gene Beier as US Spokesmen and grew with the addition of other institutions
in the US and Canada for a total of 13 institutions. In 1989, funding was provided jointly
by Canadian, US and UK agencies and McDonald became Director of the project and the
scientific collaboration.

2. Science of Solar Neutrinos and Detection by SNO

Figure 1: Fluxes of neutrinos from the pp chain in the Sun. Threshold energies for neutrino detection using
chlorine, gallium and H2O (Kamiokande and Super-Kamiokande experiments) are shown.

Figure 1 shows the fluxes of neutrinos from the pp chain reactions that comprise the
principal power source in the Sun [4]. Overall the series of reactions can be summarized as:
4p ! 4He + 2e+ + 2⌫e + 26.73 MeV. Also shown are the thresholds for neutrino detection
for the chorine, gallium and H2O-based experiments that took place before the SNO results
were first reported in 2001. These experiments were either exclusively (chlorine, gallium) or
predominantly (H2O) sensitive to the electron-type neutrinos produced in the Sun. They

2

 ϕSNO = (5.25 ± 0.20) × 106cm−2s−1

 ϕSSM = (5.87 ± 0.44) × 106cm−2s−1

• Meanwhile, Solar Standard Models predict            

This is the neutrino flux driving 

⌫x + d ! n+ p+ ⌫x
<latexit sha1_base64="ZtOInQeAj2rwWmH4rVS+FP3co80=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6kZwM1gEoVASEXRZdOOygn1AE8pkOmmHTiZhZiKWUDf+ihsXirj1L9z5N07TLLT1wIXDOfcyc06QcKa043xbS8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zq69t99ScSoJbZKYx7ITYEU5E7Spmea0k0iKo4DTdjC6nvrteyoVi8WdHifUj/BAsJARrI3Usw89kfYeqn1Px0igKkrM5FLPrjg1JwdaJG5BKlCg0bO/vH5M0ogKTThWqus6ifYzLDUjnE7KXqpogskID2jXUIEjqvwsTzBBJ0bpozCWZoRGufr7IsORUuMoMJsR1kM1703F/7xuqsNLP2MiSTUVZPZQmHJk4k7rQH0mKdF8bAgmkpm/IjLEEhNtSiubEtz5yIukdVZznZp7e16pXxV1lOAIjuEUXLiAOtxAA5pA4BGe4RXerCfrxXq3PmarS1ZxcwB/YH3+AC2rlWk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZtOInQeAj2rwWmH4rVS+FP3co80=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6kZwM1gEoVASEXRZdOOygn1AE8pkOmmHTiZhZiKWUDf+ihsXirj1L9z5N07TLLT1wIXDOfcyc06QcKa043xbS8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zq69t99ScSoJbZKYx7ITYEU5E7Spmea0k0iKo4DTdjC6nvrteyoVi8WdHifUj/BAsJARrI3Usw89kfYeqn1Px0igKkrM5FLPrjg1JwdaJG5BKlCg0bO/vH5M0ogKTThWqus6ifYzLDUjnE7KXqpogskID2jXUIEjqvwsTzBBJ0bpozCWZoRGufr7IsORUuMoMJsR1kM1703F/7xuqsNLP2MiSTUVZPZQmHJk4k7rQH0mKdF8bAgmkpm/IjLEEhNtSiubEtz5yIukdVZznZp7e16pXxV1lOAIjuEUXLiAOtxAA5pA4BGe4RXerCfrxXq3PmarS1ZxcwB/YH3+AC2rlWk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZtOInQeAj2rwWmH4rVS+FP3co80=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6kZwM1gEoVASEXRZdOOygn1AE8pkOmmHTiZhZiKWUDf+ihsXirj1L9z5N07TLLT1wIXDOfcyc06QcKa043xbS8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zq69t99ScSoJbZKYx7ITYEU5E7Spmea0k0iKo4DTdjC6nvrteyoVi8WdHifUj/BAsJARrI3Usw89kfYeqn1Px0igKkrM5FLPrjg1JwdaJG5BKlCg0bO/vH5M0ogKTThWqus6ifYzLDUjnE7KXqpogskID2jXUIEjqvwsTzBBJ0bpozCWZoRGufr7IsORUuMoMJsR1kM1703F/7xuqsNLP2MiSTUVZPZQmHJk4k7rQH0mKdF8bAgmkpm/IjLEEhNtSiubEtz5yIukdVZznZp7e16pXxV1lOAIjuEUXLiAOtxAA5pA4BGe4RXerCfrxXq3PmarS1ZxcwB/YH3+AC2rlWk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZtOInQeAj2rwWmH4rVS+FP3co80=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6kZwM1gEoVASEXRZdOOygn1AE8pkOmmHTiZhZiKWUDf+ihsXirj1L9z5N07TLLT1wIXDOfcyc06QcKa043xbS8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zq69t99ScSoJbZKYx7ITYEU5E7Spmea0k0iKo4DTdjC6nvrteyoVi8WdHifUj/BAsJARrI3Usw89kfYeqn1Px0igKkrM5FLPrjg1JwdaJG5BKlCg0bO/vH5M0ogKTThWqus6ifYzLDUjnE7KXqpogskID2jXUIEjqvwsTzBBJ0bpozCWZoRGufr7IsORUuMoMJsR1kM1703F/7xuqsNLP2MiSTUVZPZQmHJk4k7rQH0mKdF8bAgmkpm/IjLEEhNtSiubEtz5yIukdVZznZp7e16pXxV1lOAIjuEUXLiAOtxAA5pA4BGe4RXerCfrxXq3PmarS1ZxcwB/YH3+AC2rlWk=</latexit>

However, if we also have 
a+ d ! n+ p

<latexit sha1_base64="H5ul7ZjFaxKxvtfTl9I/KUvsoqY=">AAAB+HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WS0ddugkWQRDKjAi6LLpxWcFeoB1KJpNpQzOZIckIdeiTuHGhiFsfxZ1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxyzh+kgmvjut+otLa+sblV3q7s7O7tV52Dw7ZOMkVZiyYiUd2AaCa4ZC3DjWDdVDESB4J1gvHtrN55ZErzRD6YScr8mAwljzglxloDp0rwOQ5x3yRYWkoHTs2tu3PhVfAKqEGh5sD56ocJzWImDRVE657npsbPiTKcCjat9DPNUkLHZMh6FiWJmfbz+eJTfGqdEEeJsk8aPHd/T+Qk1noSB7YzJmakl2sz879aLzPRtZ9zmWaGSbr4KMoEtmfOUsAhV4waMbFAqOJ2V0xHRBFqbFYVG4K3fPIqtC/qnlv37i9rjZsijjIcwwmcgQdX0IA7aEILKGTwDK/whp7QC3pHH4vWEipmjuCP0OcPzMKROQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H5ul7ZjFaxKxvtfTl9I/KUvsoqY=">AAAB+HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WS0ddugkWQRDKjAi6LLpxWcFeoB1KJpNpQzOZIckIdeiTuHGhiFsfxZ1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxyzh+kgmvjut+otLa+sblV3q7s7O7tV52Dw7ZOMkVZiyYiUd2AaCa4ZC3DjWDdVDESB4J1gvHtrN55ZErzRD6YScr8mAwljzglxloDp0rwOQ5x3yRYWkoHTs2tu3PhVfAKqEGh5sD56ocJzWImDRVE657npsbPiTKcCjat9DPNUkLHZMh6FiWJmfbz+eJTfGqdEEeJsk8aPHd/T+Qk1noSB7YzJmakl2sz879aLzPRtZ9zmWaGSbr4KMoEtmfOUsAhV4waMbFAqOJ2V0xHRBFqbFYVG4K3fPIqtC/qnlv37i9rjZsijjIcwwmcgQdX0IA7aEILKGTwDK/whp7QC3pHH4vWEipmjuCP0OcPzMKROQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H5ul7ZjFaxKxvtfTl9I/KUvsoqY=">AAAB+HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WS0ddugkWQRDKjAi6LLpxWcFeoB1KJpNpQzOZIckIdeiTuHGhiFsfxZ1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxyzh+kgmvjut+otLa+sblV3q7s7O7tV52Dw7ZOMkVZiyYiUd2AaCa4ZC3DjWDdVDESB4J1gvHtrN55ZErzRD6YScr8mAwljzglxloDp0rwOQ5x3yRYWkoHTs2tu3PhVfAKqEGh5sD56ocJzWImDRVE657npsbPiTKcCjat9DPNUkLHZMh6FiWJmfbz+eJTfGqdEEeJsk8aPHd/T+Qk1noSB7YzJmakl2sz879aLzPRtZ9zmWaGSbr4KMoEtmfOUsAhV4waMbFAqOJ2V0xHRBFqbFYVG4K3fPIqtC/qnlv37i9rjZsijjIcwwmcgQdX0IA7aEILKGTwDK/whp7QC3pHH4vWEipmjuCP0OcPzMKROQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H5ul7ZjFaxKxvtfTl9I/KUvsoqY=">AAAB+HicbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WS0ddugkWQRDKjAi6LLpxWcFeoB1KJpNpQzOZIckIdeiTuHGhiFsfxZ1vY9rOQlt/CHz85xxyzh+kgmvjut+otLa+sblV3q7s7O7tV52Dw7ZOMkVZiyYiUd2AaCa4ZC3DjWDdVDESB4J1gvHtrN55ZErzRD6YScr8mAwljzglxloDp0rwOQ5x3yRYWkoHTs2tu3PhVfAKqEGh5sD56ocJzWImDRVE657npsbPiTKcCjat9DPNUkLHZMh6FiWJmfbz+eJTfGqdEEeJsk8aPHd/T+Qk1noSB7YzJmakl2sz879aLzPRtZ9zmWaGSbr4KMoEtmfOUsAhV4waMbFAqOJ2V0xHRBFqbFYVG4K3fPIqtC/qnlv37i9rjZsijjIcwwmcgQdX0IA7aEILKGTwDK/whp7QC3pHH4vWEipmjuCP0OcPzMKROQ==</latexit>

SNO will overestimate the number of 
neutral current events caused by 
these   neutrinos, by8B

 Naxion events = σ ϕa Nd t

• From �  we constrain � , and therefore �ϕSNO − ϕSSM σ ϕa g3
aN

SNO collaboration (1109.0763)
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g3aN ⌘ 1
2 (gan � gap)
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Our resulting 95 % CL constraint on
Upper limit from  
solar trapping

As the first direct constraint on   in the literature, there isn’t anything to 
directly compare to… However, if we assume no precise cancellation between 
  and   , any limit on   is also a limit on   and  
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gan gap g3
aN gan gap

Cuts off at 5.5 MeV, 
as the solar axion 
flux vanishes

We exclude QCD axions with   
between   and   /GeV. 

For e.g. DFSZ with   this 
corresponds to masses between 
0.3 and 13 keV 

For typical models this is already 
excluded by astrophysical and 
direct detection (e.g. PandaX PRL 
2017)
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10−3 2 × 10−5

cos2 β = 1
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New forces: 
Laboratory searches 

for new spin- 
dependent forces

Our resulting 95% CL constraint on

CASPEr, ZULF, 
Comagnetometer, 

� :  
Axion DM searches

νn /νHg

SN1987A Counts: 
Extra events at 
Kamiokande from  
axion-induced 
nuclear transitions 

Dark gray:   
Light gray:  
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SN1987A Cooling: 
Additional cooling 
from axion emission

No NS cooling here: 
constraint is unknown 
for high masses, 
similar to SN1987A 
anyway

Is the assumption of no cancellation between  �  and �  valid?gan gap

Actually, yes. Arranging such a cancellation requires a DFSZ-type model 
with the specific tuning �  or �  (Luzio et al, PRL 2018)tan β = 1/ 2 2



Discussion/conclusions

• Axions are a particularly well-motivated aspect of BSM physics, and neutrino 
experiments can be particularly well suited to search for them 

• From the SNO dataset we exclude   
at 95 % C.L. for sub-MeV axion masses, covering previously unexplored 
regions of the axion parameter space. No assumptions required about dark 
matter, or the astrophysics of SN1987A or neutron stars 

• Assuming no precise cancellation between   and   we can exceed 
comparable constraints from other laboratory experiments, and exclude 
regions of the parameter space for which astrophysical constraints from 
SN1987A and NS cooling are inapplicable due to axion trapping  

• Future work: more investigation of the axion/neutrino detection overlap

|g3
aN | ≡ 1

2 |gan − gap | > 2 × 10−5GeV−1

gan gap

More details in Phys.Rev.Lett. 126 (2021) 9, 091601, 2004.02733
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